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Director’s Notes
By Karen Azenberg, PTC Artistic Director and Director of “Women in Jeopardy!”
Sometimes it’s nice just to laugh. But picking a comedy — finding a comedy — is
often the most difficult decision I make every year. Actors say, “Dying is easy, but
comedy is hard.” Well, writing a comedy is even harder. So I struggle to balance our
season with a funny, light-hearted play.
Fortunately, Wendy MacLeod has given us a brand-new, classic, chick-flick rom com.
A perfect way to escape the winter-inversion doldrums without leaving Salt Lake.
I have a group of women friends, and while our adventures are a bit tamer than Mary,
Jo, and Liz’s, I can certainly recognize us in the characters in this play. (I’m a Jo by
the way. Which character are you?)
Gentlemen, don’t roll your eyes. You always wanted to know what happens on those
girls’ nights out.

Approx. running time:
2 hours, which includes
one fifteen-minute intermission.

Student Talk-Back:

There will be a Student Talk-Back
directly after the performance.

Have fun!

L-R: Rosalyn Coleman (Jo), Anne Tolpegin (Mary) and Elizabeth Meadows Rouse (Liz)

Playwright
Wendy MacLeod

WENDY MAC LEOD’S play The House
of Yes became a Sundance award-winning
Miramax film starring Parker Posey.
Women in Jeopardy! premiered at Geva
Theater, directed by Sean Daniels, and
is now being done around the country.
Her comedy Slow Food was performed
by Reed Birney and Jane Kaczmarek at
the 2015 O’Neill National Playwrights
Conference, and receiced a reading at
PTC’s Play-by-Play in 2015. Her play Find
and Sign received its World Premiere at
PTC in 2012. She is the James E. Michael
Playwright-in-Residence at Kenyon
College, and the Artistic Director of the Kenyon Playwrights Conference.

By Wendy MacLeod, playwright of “Women in Jeopardy!”
Is it possible to write a balls-out comedy about three middle-aged
women? When we see a female character in the movies, she is
statistically likely to fall between the ages of sixteen and thirty-five
and the story is usually a marriage plot—a young woman tries to find
and marry the right man.
But what if she doesn’t marry the right man? The three women in
Women in Jeopardy! are divorced, with all-but-grown children. When
one of them re-enters the dating scene and loses her head over the
wrong man, her friends have to step in. It’s not just that the new
boyfriend is a weirdo; he may be a serial killer.
I once read that “comedy begins in the kitchen and ends up under
the stars.” Our lives are grounded in the mundane—SAT scores and
Fun Runs, Bundt pans and book clubs—until suddenly they’re not.
In Women in Jeopardy!, the three women begin in the kitchen but
then embark on an adventure that leads them into the remote, starlit
canyons of Utah. They pack their granola bars, put on their hiking
shoes and set out to save their friend.
Some critics think that horror movies are a metaphor for
adolescence—with its blood, hair, and testosterone. But I wonder
if the vocabulary of horror movies isn’t more about aging. We look
down at our veined or spotted hands and scream: “What’s happening
to us?!” So the collision between madcap comedy and grisly murder
mystery is perhaps not accidental. As the play poured out, I realized
it was a mash-up of a Lifetime “women in jeopardy” movie and a
libidinous Restoration Comedy, with a dash of Thelma and Louise.
The crime that inspired the play took place in the tiny Ohio college
town where I live, and the village residents seemed to take perverse
pleasure in how and when they might have crossed paths with the
perpetrator. I wrote the play when I was in residence at the Arden
Theater in Philadelphia, but I had recently spent time in rehearsal for
Find and Sign at PTC. I have to know the place where I set my plays,
and see it in my head, and Salt Lake offered the opportunity for cozy
domesticity, unfounded Mormon rumors and wilderness adventure.
And the play has introduced audiences to Salt Lake’s unique and
initially incomprehensible street address system.
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The Writer’s Hot
Seat: Wendy
MacLeod on playwrighting, good
writing and teaching that keeps you
honest.
By Sarah Earle for Barnstorm Literary Journal

I’ve known Wendy MacLeod since I was little and splashing
around in the New Hampshire lake where Wendy also spent
summer holidays. She had a beach ritual: while her sons
played, Wendy sat on a low folding chair in the shade and
plowed through books. As a kid, I was bewildered: why
wouldn’t someone want to spend the morning—and most of
the afternoon—yanking freshwater mussels up from the lake
bottom? Now that my vacations are best spent lounging with
a dog-eared paperback, I wonder how these precious hours
could be spent not reading? Wendy had it right.
This interview occurred in October 2013.
Barnstorm: Hi Wendy! What are you working on right now?
Wendy MacLeod: I’m working in a variety of media right
now. I’m developing an idea for television, I’m revising a
screenplay of my play Schoolgirl Figure, and I’m writing a
new play that asks: what if Jesus were born today? And what
if Jesus were born a girl?
My play for young actors, The Ballad of Bonnie Prince
Chucky, is about to premiere in Scotland and then I’ll do
an American version for next summer’s production at the
American Conservatory Theater’s Young Conservatory in San
Francisco.
B: You’re known for writing humorous—sometimes darkly
humorous—plays, as well as plays that are politically driven.
Are the ideas for your pieces often inspired by real life
experiences? Novels? Pure imagination?
WM: Many are inspired by stories that I hear. For
example, The Ballad of Bonnie Prince Chucky was inspired
by the story of two players with the same name on the
Kenyon rugby team. They battled for the rights to the name
and the victor got to name the loser. The loser was dubbed
Trixie, but he went on to own his new name and became
captain of the team.
Continued on page 3

“The Writer’s Hot Seat,” continued from
page 2

B: You’ve said that comedy is hard to write, and that the art of
writing comedy is to make it look easy. Have you had to work on
this over the years? What is your secret?
WM: Writing comedy comes naturally to me, and theater
audiences are primed to laugh, so the challenge is to go for the
deeper laugh, the truly surprising laugh, as opposed to falling
in to the familiar rhythms of set up and joke. And ideally your
comedy is grounded in emotional texture and truth, so that the
laugh is one of recognition.
B: You are a playwright who also writes non-fiction essays and
humor pieces grounded in fiction. Have you always been so
cross-genre savvy? How do you feel the genres influence each
other?
WM: Good writing is good writing. Many of the same principles
apply. Good writing demands specifics, inverting the expected,
and the willingness to pare down and select. And good writing
in any form takes time and multiple drafts. But those new to
playwriting often don’t understand the form; playwriting is not
about language.
At the same time, I’m humbled by novelists who delve into the
complex process of seeing the world through a variety of points
of view, and who are able to capture their characters’ internal and
external lives. I have actors to help me find the characters’ inner
lives. I’m also humbled by screenwriters who conceive of the
world visually, and understand how very little needs to be said.
I considered MFA fiction programs, but went to Yale School of
Drama instead. A few years ago, I realized that I didn’t have to
abandon my earlier literary ambitions, that I was allowed to write
fiction, non-fiction, and plays.
B: How has teaching writing helped and/or hindered your own
creative writing process?
WM: Teaching keeps you honest. You have to hold your own
work up to the standards you’ve set for them. The catch is that
teaching is satisfying, meaningful work, which can leave you
with less energy and ambition for your own writing. And of
course anything that you want to do well demands time. But still,
teaching is one of the best jobs there is. Those teacher/student
relationships often grow into deep friendships.
B: You’ve mentioned that as a teacher, you stress structure in
your students’ plays. Why do you think that it’s important?

B: What does the office look like where you do most of your
writing?
WM: It is a lovely second floor room with a fireplace. The only
downside is that my dog cannot climb stairs, and she gently
woofs at me from the first floor below. It is not lined with books
because I was briefly obsessed with feng shui and was convinced
that the spines of books were “shooting arrows.” I keep only a
few books nearby, the ones relevant to my current projects. I
have a small, golden, carved ibis, which is the Egyptian god of
writing and a framed letter from theater director Lloyd Richards
in which he says: “You must write, you must write.” In an
antique/junk store I found the least-inspired architectural
drawings ever; the buildings are basic rectangles with flat roofs,
and I hung them on the wall as a cautionary tale. I used to have a
favorite painting of Chesil Beach done by my husband—and it is
a sore point between us that he sold it out from under me.
B: What are you reading right now?
I’m actually reading a book a colleague recommended called
The Power of Habit, because I noticed how regular I was about
walking the dog or going to yoga, yet I struggled to find that
same faithfulness in my writing schedule. I’m also reading
Peter Taylor, a Southern short story writer who has a legitimate
claim to being America’s Chekhov. I’m about to read a former
student’s non-fiction book about an international high school in
Brooklyn: The New Kids by Brooke Hauser.
B: Any parting words of advice for aspiring writers?
WM: Concentrate on your writing, not your career. Do not
send things out too soon. My first published essay came about
because I decided to work on the essay for a long time, as
long as it took, and I showed it to friends along the way to get
constructive feedback.
Consider rejections the beginning of a conversation. Even if an
editor hasn’t accepted your piece, you are now on their radar
and they might be interested in your next piece. Take note
of who is publishing interesting work. Go to readings. Meet
people. Follow up with emails.
And most importantly: read. You’d be surprised at the number
of people who want to be writers when they aren’t readers.
http://www.wendymacleod.com
http://barnstormjournal.org

WM: I think a reader or an audience member has a right to feel
they are in capable hands, which allows them to give themselves
over to the experience. I cannot fully enter a book or a play if I
don’t trust that the writer knows where he or she is going. There
are television shows where I suspect they don’t have a clear
series arc—week to week, they’re pulling it out of their ass.
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Our Equity Cast

KAREN AZENBERG (Director) This marks Karen Azenberg’s fifth season as Artistic Director at PTC and she was thrilled to start off the year directing and choreographing the Regional
Premiere of Sting’s The Last Ship. She enjoys the talented cast she’s put together for Women in
Jeopardy!

Rosalyn Coleman (Jo)

Joe Gately (Jackson Scull/
Sgt. Kirk Sponsüllar)

ROSALYN COLEMAN (Jo) is an award-winning director, actor and educator, and makes her
PTC debut. As a director, her film projects have appeared on TV and in film festivals. Coleman is
a sought-after acting coach and served as on-set acting coach for HBO’s “In Treatment.” She is an
adjunct at SUNY Purchase and NYU. She is currently coaching Sundance directors on their sophomore projects for Cinereach. She is an actor with Broadway, film and television credits. Recent
appearances include “Madam Secretary,” “Blue Bloods,” and the film Evolution of a Criminal.
Next, she stars in HBO’s short film, Search Party. www.rosalyncoleman.com
Elizabeth Meadows Rouse
(Liz)
JOE GATELY (Jackson/Sgt. Kirk Sponsüllar) makes his debut at PTC. NYC Theatre: Babes
in Arms (Musicals Tonight), The Disappeared (Prospect Theatre), Rudolf II, Rasputin in New
York, and The Heroines of Central Ohio (Love Creek). Films include Affluenza, Morning After,
Fair Game, The Manchurian Candidate, The Return of Capt. Intuitive, City Hall. Television:
“Person of Interest,” “White Collar,” “Blue Bloods,” “Law and Order SVU,” “Sex and the City,”
“All My Children,” “As the World Turns,” “Spin City,” “Late Night with David Letterman,” and
others. www.joegately.com
BETSY HELMER (Amanda) debuts at Pioneer Theatre Company. Highlights from her regional
theatre work include playing Rosalind in As You Like It at the Alabama Shakespeare Festival,
and Louise in The Fox on the Fairway at the Arrow Rock Lyceum Theatre. TV Credits: “Shadow of Doubt” and “American Supernatural.” She holds a degree in psychology and theatre from
Georgetown University and is currently in the Advanced Improv Training Program at the Upright CJ Strong (Trenner)
Citizens Brigade Theatre in New York City. www.betsyhelmer.com
ELIZABETH MEADOWS ROUSE (Liz) returns to Pioneer Theatre Company after playing the
role of Billie Dawn in Born Yesterday. New York credits include: Broadway, (The Rose Tattoo);
Off-Broadway, Theatre for a New Audience (Much Ado About Nothing, Othello, Comedy of Errors), New World Stages and T.A.C.T. London: Shakespeare’s Globe (Mistress Allwitt—A Chaste
Maid). Television appearances include “30 Rock,” “The Carrie Diaries,” “The Sopranos,” “Law
and Order SVU.”

Betsy Helmer (Amanda)

CJ STRONG (Trenner) received a B.F.A. in theatre performance from Westminster College in
Salt Lake City. CJ was last seen as Tommy in Egyptian Theatre’s production of Carrie- the Musical. Film and television: Disney Channel’s Andi Mack (Kip); Netflix’s Deidra and Laney Rob
a Train (Wally); H8RZ (Meat Head); David Archuleta’s “Everybody Hurts” music video (Boyfriend).

Anne Tolpegin (Mary)

ANNE TOLPEGIN (Mary) returns
to PTC after playing Peggy White in The Last Ship this past fall.
TV: “Mr. Robot” (USA), “All My Children” (ABC). Broadway/
National Tour: Kinky Boots (Marge), Billy Elliot (Mum), A Tale
of Two Cities (Madame DeFarge Standby), Ragtime (Mother
u/s), Mamma Mia! (Donna) and Les Misèrables. Off-Broadway:
Standby for Marin Mazzie, Carrie (Margaret White). Regional
credits include: Chicago premiere of Sondheim’s Passion (Fosca), Little Women (Marmee) at John W. Engeman Theater, Man
of La Mancha (Aldonza) at Chicago’s Drury Lane Theatre, Grand
Hotel (Rafaella) and Maltby/Shire Take Flight (Lindbergh’s
Mother) at McCarter Theatre, and Stage and Screen (Mira) at
New Jersey Repertory Company.

Cast of Women in Jeopardy!
The articles in this study guide are not meant to mirror or interpret any productions at Pioneer Theatre Company. They are meant, instead, to be an educational
jumping-off point to understanding and enjoying the plays (in any production at any theatre) a bit more thoroughly. Therefore the stories of the plays and the
interpretative articles (and even characters, at times) may differ dramatically from what is ultimately produced on the Pioneer Theatre stage.
Spotlight on Learning is published by Pioneer Theatre Company, 300 S. 1400 E. SLC, UT 84112. Copyright © 2017, Pioneer Theatre Company. Please feel free to
download and print Spotlight for Learning, as long as you do not remove any identifying mark of Pioneer Theatre Company.
For more information about Pioneer Theare Company: Pioneer Theatre Company • University of Utah
300 S. 1400 E. SLC, UT 84112 • 801-581-6961 • www.pioneertheatre.org
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